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My code name is Libra. The stars say I’m charismatic, intelligent, charming.The one with the

easy smile.Zodiac Tactical has been the biggest part of my life for the past three years. We

guard, protect, rescue...eliminate the threat when nobody else can. And I’ve always been at the

front lines—first to help in whatever way was needed.Until I took a bullet to the chest.Now

everybody’s worried about me. So I’m sent on what’s supposed to be an easy mission—

gathering intel about some potential bad guys while on a tropical island for a wedding. Lay low,

blend in, catch a little tan while getting the job done. Can’t be too hard.Until I defend the bride’s

adorable sister against some cruel cattiness and the next thing I know I’m mentioning I’m her

fiancé.Surprise.When the mission takes a turn for the much more dangerous, and my fiancée

finds herself in the middle of it, I will do whatever it takes to keep her safe. My wounds may

have knocked me down, but a Navy SEAL, even former one with a couple extra bullet holes,

always gets back up.My code name is Libra. Don’t let the easy smile fool you.

"You will love every moment of this book it is simply a fantastic read" ~ Sue Reviews "Drama

and a sexy hunk to the rescue!" ~ Read All About It"You just know a Janie Crouch book has to

be good! Well this one was fantastic!" ~ Tesh Reviews"A smartly constructed combination of

emotions, drama, danger, action and excitement flows smoothly across the pages, pulling you

in easily and making sure you are 100% invested. " ~ Gladys Reviews "It's one of those stories

you pick up and read from cover to cover in one sitting..." ~ Country Girl Reviews"I love that

there were some light moments in between the nail biting, OMG moments. Great HEA." ~

Karon P Reviews"You get drawn into the story and don't want to come up for air...I highly

recommend this story and series to suspense readers everywhere." ~ Kim K

Reviews "Everything I could hope for in a book is there. If you're looking for suspense with

some lovin' thrown in, grab this one!" ~ Kelly R Reviews"Once I picked this book up I couldn't

put it down." ~ Stephanie Reviews"Another awesome action packed Zodiac Tactical story." ~

Margaret Reviews "This is a feel good book with excellent characters and will keep you turning

the pages and will have you looking forward to the next one in the series." ~ Lynn Reviews "I

absolutely could not put it down and read this book so fast!" ~ Frances P Reviews
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AuthorIntroductionMy code name is Libra. The stars say I’m charismatic, intelligent,

charming.The one with the easy smile.Zodiac Tactical has been the biggest part of my life for

the past three years. We guard, protect, rescue...eliminate the threat when nobody else can.

And I’ve always been at the front lines—first to help in whatever way was needed.Until I took a

bullet to the chest.Now everybody’s worried about me. So I’m sent on what’s supposed to be

an easy mission—gathering intel about some potential bad guys while on a tropical island for a

wedding. Lay low, blend in, catch a little tan while getting the job done. Can’t be too hard.Until I

defend the bride’s adorable sister against some cruel cattiness and the next thing I know I’m

mentioning I’m her fiancé. Surprise.When the mission takes a turn for the much more

dangerous, and my fiancée finds herself in the middle of it, I will do whatever it takes to keep

her safe. My wounds may have knocked me down, but a Navy SEAL, even former one with a

couple extra bullet holes, always gets back up.My code name is Libra. Don’t let the easy smile

fool you.•••Get free books!Passionate alpha heroes and the women they’ll do anything to

protect.The perfect mix of sexy and suspense…plus the happily-ever-after you love. That’s the

Janie Crouch book promise.and as a special gift to you, you’ll receive FOUR free ebooks each

month in 2022. Plus, updates on Janie’s new releases, sales, and specials.Become a Janie

Crouch VIP reader. Romantic suspense for readers who still believe in heroes.Chapter

1Landon BlackTaking a bullet to the chest sucked.Taking a bullet to the chest from someone

who was your friend really sucked.But worse than either of those were the side-eyed glances

you got from everyone around you as you recovered.The whoa, is he going to topple over?

side glances and winces after people slapped you on the shoulder, worried they’d hurt you with

the friendly gesture.I’d become way too familiar with those over the past six months.Worse than

the bullet hole itself—and that had been pretty damned painful—was the fear that no one was

ever going to treat you normally again. That you were never going to remember you were once

a deadly Navy SEAL, then had become an agent for one of the top security firms in the

world.Because that person felt pretty long gone.But smiling through it all? That was the

absolute worst.Smiling was what I did. It was what I was known for. I was the charmer, the



peacemaker. The one who made everyone laugh and was tactful and charismatic.The Libra.It

was my code name here at Zodiac for that very reason. I was all of those things.And now I was

expected to be all of those things with a bullet scar on my chest only a few centimeters from

my heart.Honestly, the scar I didn’t mind so much. It could’ve been worse. I knew that every

single day.But I’d been relegated to desk duty for the past six months since “the incident.” That

was driving me nearly insane.Zodiac Tactical was a world-renowned private security contractor

started by my best friend and former SEAL teammate, Ian DeRose. The company provided

expertise in tactical work of all types: risk consulting, intelligence gathering, private and

corporate guarding, international hostage negotiation and rescue.If the law couldn’t—or

wouldn’t—handle it, Zodiac Tactical could.And did, on a regular basis.But we’d taken some hits

of our own over the past year: kidnapped employees and loved ones, criminal masterminds

attempting to take us down, bullet holes to the chest.We were only now finally finding our

footing again, putting Zodiac back on track and stronger than ever. The threat was over,

eliminated by us. Everyone was free to return to their regularly scheduled programming.Except

me.Every time I looked at the active mission calendar, my name wasn’t on it. For the past four

months, I’d been traveling around to the different Zodiac offices, helping rebuild morale and

take the emotional temperature of each group of people.Flashing ’em the famous Landon

Black smile, complete with dimples I knew how to use to my advantage.Hopefully, no one

noticed if it was a bit frayed around the edges.Today, I’d been called into the Los Angeles office

by Ian. Until “the incident,” I’d mainly worked in the Denver office. But since that was where I’d

gotten shot in the chest by the woman my best friend loved, it had made the place a little

haunted for both of us. Neither of us had spent much time there since.It was Saturday, which

meant none of the regular staff was around the office. But when Ian had asked me to come in

and meet with Callum Webb, I’d agreed. Callum was a federal law enforcement agent with the

Omega Sector task force, or he had been until he’d been fired for helping Zodiac rescue one of

our own a few months ago.“Anybody here?” The empty reception area didn’t answer me. “Yo,

Ian?”“Conference room,” he called.Even though he was the owner of the company, Ian didn’t

keep a real office here. He’d been spending most of his time in New York, wanting to be near

Wavy and her newly prosperous art career.The conference room at the end of the hall held a

big, shiny mahogany table and expensive leather chairs.“Morning.” I walked into the conference

room and smiled at the coffee and pastries on the table. “Nice.”“Help yourself.” Ian motioned for

the food. “Callum stepped out to take a phone call.”“What’s going on?” I stuffed an icing-coated

cinnamon something in my mouth and moaned in pleasure. I tried to eat healthy as much as

possible, but damn I had a sweet tooth.“He wanted to wait for you to explain it all.” Ian cracked

a grin as he watched me eat. “You need some time alone with that?”I laughed and washed the

pastry down with the coffee—black, hot, perfect. “No, but you knew bringing anything cinnamon

in here would tempt me.”He nodded. “I did, indeed.”Before I could press him more about that,

the door at the back of the conference room opened, and Callum walked in. He looked the very

picture of a federal agent: hair cropped short, tie wrung to the side where he’d pulled at it,

exhaustion bracketing his mouth.Ian and I both stood, and I held out my hand to greet our

friend.“How’s it going, Webb? You here to ask for a job?”We’d both give him one in a heartbeat.

He may not have been a SEAL like Ian and me, but he was someone I would trust at my back

during a fight.“No, I’ve thankfully been reemployed by Uncle Sam, at least for the time being.

The fact that we put Mosaic away for good helped get me out of the doghouse.”Mosaic—a

pretty name for an ugly group of scumbags—had been the bane of our existence for nearly a

year. They were the reason I’d been shot and the reason why Ian now had a little gray in his

dark hair.I reached for my coffee cup and held it up as a toast. “To doing what we can to stop



the bad guys.”“I’m hoping maybe you’ll be interested in stopping some more bad guys.” Callum

fixed his serious gaze on me as we sat down around the conference table. “You specifically,

Landon. Some undercover work on a tropical island.”I glanced at Ian out of the corner of my

eye. He didn’t look surprised as he took another sip from his mug. Which meant he knew from

the beginning Callum had been here to see me.I ran a hand through my hair and let out a sigh.

“No need for a pity fuck, you guys.”Callum laughed as Ian spewed his coffee. “I’m pretty sure

Wavy wouldn’t approve of me fucking you in any way, pity included.”I leaned back in my chair

and kept my eyes pinned on Ian. “Did you offer me to the Feds because you know I’m going

crazy on desk duty?”Callum held out a hand in a gesture of peace. “Hang on. Ian didn’t contact

me. I gave him the mission parameters and asked him who he thought was the best fit.”I raised

one eyebrow so high I was afraid it might get stuck there. “And surprise, surprise, Ian thought

of his friend Landon for a gig on a tropical island. Sounds like a way to get me to take a paid

vacation.”I’d had enough vacation sitting in that hospital a few months ago. I was tired of feeling

useless.Ian crossed his arms over his chest. “Why don’t you hear Webb out, then you can

decide if you’re interested in this particular fuck. Which, I can promise you, is not pity.”Ian and I

stared each other down. We’d known each other for nearly twenty years. Had saved each

other’s lives more times than either of us kept track of.But the last few months had been hard

for both of us.“You don’t owe me anything, Aries,” I muttered, calling him by his Zodiac code

name. “Wavy doesn’t either. What happened, happened.”He gave me a short nod. “I’m not sure

she sees it that way, but I’m not trying to babysit you. Callum came to me, and you’re the best

fit for the mission. If you don’t want to take it, that’s no problem.”I stared at Ian a couple more

seconds before turning to Callum and flashing him a full-dimple smile. “Woo me.”Callum

chuckled. “Imagine the beautiful sandy beaches of a private Channel Island…”Off the coast of

California. Known for their beauty and privacy—particularly catering to the rich and famous.

“Sounds good so far.”“Now imagine a high-level member of the Frey Cartel being there, ripe for

giving up information to us.”I sat up straighter in my seat. He was talking about one of the

biggest organized crime syndicates in California, probably in the entire United States.

“Seriously?”“Yeah. The Frey Cartel was in bed with Mosaic. We didn’t have enough intel to

make arrests, but they’ve been on federal law enforcement’s watch list for a while.”“And they’re

going to be hanging out in the Channel Islands?” I asked.“Vincent Frey, third-highest member

of the cartel, is going to a wedding there. Oliver Thornton, father of the bride, was connected to

him in the past.”“Is Thornton a criminal also?”“Not as far as we know. He’s a financial

investment guru. In the past, he’s offered financial advice to the Frey Cartel for their freshly

laundered money. Ethically questionable, maybe, but not illegal.”Callum opened a folder on the

table in front of him and slid several pictures toward us. “Thornton’s daughter Christiana is

getting married. They’re doing an over-the-top, weeklong celebration on the island, and our

intel tells us Vincent Frey is on the guest list.”“Do you have enough to arrest him?”“We could

arrest him at any time, but not for anything significant, and it wouldn’t bring down the cartel. So

what we need you for is an info-gathering mission. The main objective is to put a nano

transmitter on either Frey’s phone or computer.”Ian and I exchanged a glance. Nano

transmitters were virtually untraceable once placed and would allow Callum and his team to

gather important intel—track locations, record calls, access any apps or websites that were

opened on the electronic device to which it was attached.But Frey wasn’t just going to offer up

his phone to a stranger. Computer would be even more difficult. “Good idea. But that’s not

going to be an easy task.”Callum rubbed the back of his neck. “Very true. If it were easy, we’d

have already done it. We’re hoping the wedding will put everyone a little more at ease.

Thornton has rented out the entire island for the event, which is, of course, invitation-only. And



security will be top-notch. Nobody is getting on that island if they’re not part of the wedding.”Ian

slid the tablet to me, and I flipped through the pictures. The first few were various angles of

Vincent Frey. The last one was of a family. I focused on it.The caption said the man in the

center was the financial adviser and host of the wedding, Oliver Thornton. To his right were two

women who looked like they’d stepped out of a trophy wife catalog—identical younger and

older versions of each other. Perfectly coiffed blond hair, pencil-thin figures, heels that had to

be nearly impossible to walk in. Their clothes were tailored to fit them, and the perfection in

their faces screamed expensive spas and high-end cosmetics.To Oliver’s left was another

woman, not quite as impeccable as the other two. Her hair wasn’t truly blond, but it wasn’t

brown. It was pulled back and over one shoulder in messy curls. She wore a tailored dress as

well, but where the other two women’s were deep blue, hers was a cheery, pale yellow. She

also had several more pounds on her than the other two—not fat by any means, but…

softer.While the whole appearance worked well for her, she looked out of place in a photo

obviously meant to show off the family’s level of wealth and prestige.“Meet the Thornton family,”

Callum said. “The one with curly hair is Elizabeth. She goes by Bethany and is who you’ll be

focusing on. The other daughter is Christiana, the bride, and next to her is Thornton’s wife,

Angelique.”“Why are we focusing on Bethany?” And why did she look like the odd man out in

her own family photo?Callum shrugged. “Intel suggests Bethany is not close to her family. She

owns a bakery about an hour north of here.”I slid the tablet back to Callum. “Why aren’t you

handling this in-house?”He leaned back in his chair and ran a hand down his face. “We have a

mole—someone in the department is leaking intel. I know it’s not me and am certain about my

direct supervisor, but that’s it. He gave me permission to outsource this and is securing funding

our department won’t be able to trace.”Callum glanced quickly at Ian then back to me. That

probably meant Ian wasn’t charging Callum anywhere near what Zodiac would normally charge

for a mission like this. Ian was a billionaire and could afford to take the loss. He also knew I’d

work for free if it meant helping take down the Frey Cartel.They were all sorts of bad news—

weapons and information sales, drugs, backing terrorists. It would be my pleasure to do this

small part in helping to shut them down.“How are we going to get invited to this high-society

wedding?”Callum tapped the picture on the screen again. “Bethany.”I raised an eyebrow. “I’m

not interested in some sort of Romeo seduction mission.”Ian smiled. “Speaking of pity

fuck…”Callum shook his head. “No, romance is not our in, but Bethany’s business is. She’s a

baker. While investigating the family, I found that one of her employees has a record. And,

conveniently enough, a bench warrant for unpaid child support.”I hissed. “Asshole.”Callum

waved it off. “Best I can tell, he paid it. But the idiot didn’t do it through the courts, so the ex is

claiming he never did. I’ve already talked to him and got him on board. The bench warrant goes

away and his record will be cleared if he helps us get someone inside Bethany’s baking

business.”“That doesn’t get us to the island.”“It does if she’s doubling as both the bride’s sister

and as the primary dessert-provider for all the week’s events. Christiana hired Bethany’s Slice

of Heaven to cater.”I frowned. “Why would someone with so much family money open a

bakery?”Callum shrugged. “The family has millions, so I don’t know why the elder Thornton

sister opened her tiny bakery at all. All I know is we’re going to use it if we can.”“How? I may

love to eat sweets, but I’m never going to pass for a professional baker.”“You don’t need to be.

The employee of Bethany’s we’re putting pressure on, Harley Winterfield, is an older guy who

assembles her intricate cake stands and towers—something that will definitely be needed for

the wedding. It involves carpentry and basic mechanics.”I looked over at Ian. “This is why you

suggested me.”Ian had known me long enough to know that carpentry was a side passion of

mine. I loved tinkering—putting things together, figuring out how they best fit, making them



beautiful. It was something I’d done since back in the Navy. It was a great hobby for when my

insomnia kicked in and I wasn’t getting much sleep.“See?” Ian raised an eyebrow. “Not a pity

fuck, asshole. Your skills are needed.”Callum smiled. “So, you’ll do it?”No mention of my injury.

No questions about whether I was up to it. I wasn’t sure if Ian had coached him on what to say

or if Callum had faith I could handle it.To be honest, I didn’t want to know the answer.It was a

real mission, it was important, and it involved my expertise. I would take it.“Hell yeah, I’m

in.”“Bethany was due to fly out with Harley in two days.” Callum pulled some papers out of his

folder. “Here’s the address of the bakery and a few small details about Harley that will help

prove you know him. As soon as I give the go-ahead, Harley is going to call Bethany with some

excuse about why he can’t go to the island, but explain you’re willing to step in.”I nodded and

looked over the info. It said Harley and I had met at a home improvement store in the Valley

and had traded a few jobs over the years, more acquaintances than anything.Callum pulled a

small jewelry box out of his suit pocket.I already knew what it was, but I allowed my eyes to get

wide anyway. “Callum, oh my God, don’t you make me remember this cinnamon roll forever by

proposing to me.”Ian laughed and coughed over words that sounded suspiciously like pity

fuck.Callum took it in stride and dropped down on one knee next to me. “Libra, would you do

me the honor of”—he popped open the jewelry box to reveal the nano transmitters—“helping

us catch some real dickheads and making sure they go to prison for a long time?”I put my

hand up to my mouth and batted my eyes at him. “I’d thought you’d never ask. This is the

happiest day of my life.”Callum snickered and handed the box to me before dropping back into

his chair. It contained three clear pieces of what looked like tiny strips of tape with a wire in

them that was just as translucent.“Phone is best, followed by a computer,” Callum said.I studied

the transmitters more closely. “Getting close to Frey isn’t going to be easy. These cartel guys

are well guarded, wedding or not.”Callum waggled his eyebrows. “That’s why we came to you.

My fiancé is good with people. If anyone can get close to Frey, it’ll be you.”Before being shot, I

would’ve said that was true. Now it felt like my people skills were as rusty as my smile. “Yeah,

that’s me. People person extraordinaire.”“You’re going to have to be,” Ian put in. “Because if you

get caught, Frey won’t hesitate to take you out—and I don’t mean on a date—and you’re not

going to have any backup that can get to you quickly.”Callum flinched. Ian knew what it was to

work undercover—for the very law enforcement team Callum was a part of—and for them not

be able to get to him in time to stop him from going through hell.I didn’t want Ian’s past to spiral

into me needing a babysitter. “I can handle it.”For just a second, it looked like Ian was going to

argue, but he nodded instead.“Once you get on the island, before you get anywhere near Frey,

you’ll need to hack into the resort’s security feed,” Callum said. “Frey’s people will be watching

it, and we don’t want to make them suspicious. I’ll talk you through it once you’re on the

island.”Didn’t sound too hard. “Okay.”“But first, you need to get Bethany Thornton to agree to

take you with her. Her employee was sure she knows nothing about any cartels when we

explained Oliver Thornton’s connections. Says she’s one hundred percent on the up-and-

up.”“You concur?” Ian asked.Callum shrugged. “It’s hard to say with these kinds of people. Don’t

assume anything.” He slid the whole file over to me and stood. “Everything I know that could

help you is in there. Memorize it. Don’t take it with you.”I made a face as I stood also. “Not a

rookie, asshole.”He shot me a grin. “That’s fiancé asshole to you, lover.”“Bigger problem is that

you’re pairing sweet tooth here with a baker,” Ian said. “He may weigh three hundred pounds by

the time this is over.”Callum shot me a smile. “Fine with me as long as we take down the bad

guys.”Chapter 2Bethany Thornton“Bethany, you there?” Harley’s voice came over the

answering machine and filled the kitchen. “Pick up if you are.”I hurried toward the landline on

the wall, mixing spoon in one hand, spatula in the other, and hit the speaker button with my



elbow. “I’m here.”“Sorry to call you like this. I didn’t know if you’d answer.”Harley knew I usually

came in for prep and to freeze cakes for the week on Sunday mornings before we opened.

“Only for you. What’s up?”Sunday was the only day we kept reduced store hours, and I never

answered the phone if the shop was closed. I’d learned that lesson quickly—keep regular

hours and stick to them. Everyone deserved downtime, even store owners.Maybe especially

store owners.“Bethie…”I knew right away I was in trouble. Harley and my other employee,

Michele, only called me Bethie if they were about to break bad news.“I’m really sorry to do this

so last minute,” he continued, “but I’m not going to be able to go with you to the wedding. I’ve

got a family emergency I just can’t get out of.”I nearly dropped the spoon as I stared at the

phone.No. No, no, no.Any time one of us wasn’t able to work unexpectedly, it threw a kink into

our well-oiled machine. Slice of Heaven required Michele, Harley, and me to do our individual

parts at the required times. One of us not being able to do it put undue pressure on the other

two—made life hard.But this was much worse. This was a disaster.I brought my hand up to my

forehead to rub at the stress pooling there already, then snatched it back down when I realized

I still had the spatula in it. I tossed both utensils into the sink.“Harley, no. Please. I can’t pull this

off alone.”Especially not this. Arguably the most important event of my career.“Bethie, I know.

I’m so sorry. I…I can’t get out of this. Believe me, if I could, I would. I wouldn’t do this to you if it

wasn’t a noose around my neck.”He sounded so contrite I couldn’t get angry with him, but I

couldn’t stop the dismay washing over me. What Harley did with the cake stands was beyond

my expertise. I was a baker, not a carpenter. The complicated cake stands he put together took

more than just understanding of how to use a drill.I turned on the sink to wash the flour off my

hands. Harley had worked for me for the past year, and every time he went on a job and did his

magic with the cake stands, I wondered what I’d done without him for the year before when he

hadn’t been around.Actually, I knew exactly how I’d done it. My cakes, while still delicious,

hadn’t been showcased well, and they had sold accordingly. My business had increased

considerably over the last twelve months, and Harley’s contributions were no small part of that.I

let out a sigh. “There’s nothing you can do?”“Family emergency. Believe me, I wish I could do

something about it.”The word family almost seemed like a curse. That I understood, even

though I’d never even heard Harley mention having one. He’d taken a few days off for fishing

trips over the past year, but never for family.He was a good employee overall. But this was

leaving me hanging in the worst possible way. My own family emergency.I dried my hands and

rubbed my forehead again. “I don’t know what I’ll do.”“It’s not total bad news. I’ve got a

carpenter friend.” He paused for a second, then continued. “He’s available and needs the work.

He’ll be coming by later to introduce himself.”“One of your fishing buddies?” That was the last

thing I needed.“No, definitely not. His name is Landon Black. I’m sure he’ll do just as well as I

do.”“I doubt that. But I don’t have much of a choice, do I?”“I’m so sorry, kiddo. I was looking

forward to heading to the island too. I’ll see you when you get back.”“Yeah, Harley. Talk to you

later.”I hit the button on the phone to disconnect the call and pressed my forehead into the cool

kitchen wall, fighting the urge to bang it instead.Harley knew this job would put Slice of Heaven

in the black, finally.Yes, it was my sister’s wedding. And yes, my relationship with my family left

something to be desired. But the connections I would make by providing the most delicious of

desserts all week would hopefully catapult the bakery to the next level.Harley knew that. But he

didn’t know the bad part. That Christiana was marrying my ex-boyfriend.It wasn’t as seedy as it

sounded. Simon and I had dated years ago and discovered pretty quickly we weren’t meant for

each other romantically. I hadn’t cared when the two of them started dating. Their getting

married wouldn’t have been my first preference, but overall, it didn’t bug me too much.But oh,

how the gossipmongers loved to make it into a thing. I was already the black sheep of the



family because I’d done something as squalid as actually working for a living. Then my

younger, thinner, more attractive, more exotically named sister stole my one true love.Eye roll.

It wasn’t like that at all; Simon was very definitely not someone I was pining over. But nobody

cared because…never let the truth get in the way of a good story.But it was critical nothing go

wrong with the desserts I was providing. Harley not being there meant we were off to a

banging start.Christiana and I may not be close, but we were still sisters. She’d done me a

huge service by hiring me to create the multiple cakes for her wedding reception, as well as the

baked desserts for a number of events throughout the wedding week.There would be so many

wealthy, influential people in attendance, most of them from here in California. If I did this right,

word of mouth from this particular group of people would propel Slice of Heaven to an entirely

new level.So, I’d accepted the job when she’d asked behind our mother’s back. I wasn’t sure I’d

wanted to, but I couldn’t turn down the exposure. I needed Slice of Heaven to grow.There was

no way I would ever go back and ask my family for money, no matter how much of it they had.

No matter how many eighteen-hour days I had to work in a row to make Slice of Heaven

successful.For two years, I’d been chipping away at my personal savings, not taking any sort of

salary, to get the bakery off the ground. And now, this was my chance.I knew the exact point

my mother had found out about Christiana’s choice of me as baker. Three weeks ago, a friend

of mine from culinary school had called to tell me Mother tried to hire her to provide the cakes

for the wedding.I’d expected it to happen sooner, if I was honest. Christiana must have done a

spectacular job keeping me a secret. And three weeks out from the wedding, Mother hadn’t

been able to find someone of caliber who could fill in.She’d thrown a fit that Christiana had

hired me. I hadn’t lost any sleep over it. Just like I hadn’t lost any sleep over my parents

partially disinheriting me when I’d gone this route.The commoner’s route. Mother had had the

actual gall to use those words, as if we were the Bridgertons or something.As if me pursuing

my passion for baking—owning my own damned business—rather than marrying and playing

tennis at the club brought embarrassment onto our family.For shame. For shame.With a sigh, I

turned back to my cakes and got busy. I couldn’t truly be mad at Harley. He’d been far too good

to me. He’d worked insane hours helping me, and he hadn’t stopped with carpentry. He’d done

dishes, watched the front of the shop, and once had even helped me bake, though he hadn’t

liked it.And when our business was at its leanest, he’d let me pay him late. I’d vowed then that

I’d never forget that, and I never planned to.I couldn’t pretend to be happy now, though.

Harley’s announcement was just the, pardon the pun, icing on the cake. Things had been

steadily going downhill for the past three weeks since Mother found out I was providing the

wedding desserts.First that, then my boyfriend had dumped me. He’d decided he was tired of

always coming in second place to my business. He didn’t like the hours I had to put in

there.There was no point in reminding him that I’d said no to going out with him six months ago

because I’d known it would be unfair to any relationship to have to play second fiddle to my

business. But Brad had insisted it wouldn’t always be that way and that I was worth the

wait.Evidently, I was only worth six months of a wait.I hadn’t even cried. I’d honestly been more

upset that I’d lost my date for the wedding than that our relationship was over. I’d envisioned

myself standing proudly on Brad’s arm while everyone oohed and aahed over my delicious

creations.Everyone, including my mother and father, bride and ex-boyfriend groom, would

make their way over to me to show their amazement. They’d gush about how I was not only a

fantastic baker, but a savvy businesswoman and someone who obviously had her personal life

together.I’d graciously accept their praise and smile up at Brad, who would stand supportively

beside me, stating he’d never doubted this was how it would all turn out.And…scene.Yeah,

maybe Brad had been more of a prop than an actual boyfriend.But now, I was going to show



up at the wedding not only as the hired help, but without my plus-one.Mother would revel in

it.She’d already tried a power play. When Christiana wouldn’t let her fire me, she’d decided to

change the entire concept of the wedding cake design.Every single bit of it. From size to tiers

to structure to flavors. Then she’d announced she and Christiana would be coming to the

bakery three days later to taste and see the conceptual design.Brad should be glad he had

broken up with me, because I didn’t leave the bakery for a full seventy-two hours, working my

ass off to get everything ready for their visit. By the time they’d walked through the door, I’d had

a completely new design and several prototypes.Mother hadn’t said one nice thing about it, but

I knew she loved it because she’d also not said one negative thing.Not about the cake, anyway.

My shop, my hair, and my hips were another story.Story of my life. Always closer to a size

twelve than a size two.But hey, never trust a skinny baker.I sighed and got back to work making

cakes for this week. My other part-time employee, Michele, would be keeping the shop open

while I was gone. No way could we afford to close for a solid week, even with the new business

the wedding would hopefully bring in.If this carpenter friend of Harley’s worked out and the

entire event didn’t fall apart.My mother would have a field day if it did.I heard the back door

unlocking. “Morning,” Michele called as she walked through. “How was your weekend?”I worked

weekends whenever possible to give Michele that time off. I winced. Maybe if I’d saved a

couple of weekends for Brad, he wouldn’t have broken up with me.“Well, there’s good news

and bad news.” I grimaced at my friend and employee.“Oh shit. How bad is the bad news?” She

hung her purse on the hook by the door with mine. “On a scale of dang-it to jump-off-the-

nearest-bridge?”“Closer to bridge than dang-it.”She shook her head and grabbed a clean apron

with Slice of Heaven embroidered on the breast. “That doesn’t sound promising. Start with the

good news.”“I got a lot baked and frozen for this week.”“You didn’t have to do that.” She bumped

me with her hip. “I’m capable of baking everything on our menu. It’s the fancy cakes I’m no

good at.”“I know,” I said. “But you’re going to be working more hours than normal this week, so I

wanted to do what I could.”“You do too much. Okay, bad news?”I returned to the mixer and

added a few spices, following the recipe exactly. “Harley called.”Michele was busily wiping

down the glass fronts of our display cases. I glanced at the clock on the wall and realized it was

time to open. Good grief. I finished the mix and got the cake in the oven, setting one of the

many timers.“Is he okay? I thought he would be here so you guys could finish your prep for

tomorrow.”“No. He’s got some sort of family emergency and can’t come with me to the

wedding.”She froze and looked up at me with her jaw hanging open. “You’re joking.”I shook my

head slowly. “Nope. He said he’s going to send someone to talk to me who can do the job for

him, but I don’t know. A stranger?” I rubbed my eyes again, headache creeping back. “And I

can’t afford to close the shop and take you with me, even if you could do the stands.”Michele

rounded the counter and put the cleaning supplies away as I stared at the front window,

running possibilities through my head.A car pulled into the parking lot. Usually I was happy to

see the first customers right as we opened, but today, I could use a little more time to figure out

exactly how I was going to handle this situation.“First customer,” I muttered, then plopped down

onto the stool behind the counter. “Maybe I should cancel entirely.”Michele snorted. “You know

you’re not going to do that. One, your cakes are fucking awesome, and it’s time for you to show

both your family and all their bougie friends that. Two, there is no way you’re going to give your

mother a reason to say I told you so.”I straightened my spine. Michele was right. Well, sort of. If

I canceled now, Mother would never say a thing. But her smug silence would be so much

louder than her screaming I knew it! over a loudspeaker.But I was really in a lot of trouble. The

stands Harley was responsible for were elaborate and a huge part of the floating design

Christiana and Mother had approved. I could probably do it myself, but it would take me five



times as long. I was going to need that time for dessert preparation and decor.The elaborate

floating design with multiple arms and moving parts… I wouldn’t even know where to

begin.The pain in my head was back with a vengeance. “I could go with a different design and

just deal with my mother’s fury afterward.”Michele wasn’t listening to me; she was studying the

man who’d gotten out of the car and was walking toward the door. “Damn. He’s freaking hot.

Ten bucks says he wants a red velvet cupcake to put an engagement ring in.”It happened at

least once a month. A guy wanted to be original, and nothing said love more than decadent

chocolate cake with cream cheese icing. We usually helped by providing a heart-shaped box.I

glanced in hot guy’s direction, but I couldn’t even force myself to focus on him or his

engagement needs. What was I going to do? What if Harley’s carpenter friend wasn’t as

talented as Harley was? Or what if he didn’t show up at all?I hunkered down on the stool

behind the back of our display, hidden from the door. I didn’t care about a hot guy. I was about

to show up at my sister’s wedding as both a personal and professional disaster.The bell on the

door rang as it opened, and I could hear the smile in Michele’s voice as she called out her

greeting. “Welcome to Slice of Heaven. Have you been in here before?”“No. This is my first

time.” A smooth, deep voice washed over me like a blanket of soft silk, almost making me

forget my misery for a second.Almost.“Let me guess, you’re looking for a red velvet

cupcake.”“That sounds delicious. But actually, I’m looking for Bethany.”I froze and hunkered

down farther. What did he want with me? Why did he know my name?“Harley sent me.”Holy

shit. The gorgeous man with the equally sexy voice was Harley’s replacement?Chapter

3BethanySliding off my stool, I peeked through the crack in the cardboard display to get a truly

good look at him, knowing he couldn’t see me. He definitely was not one of Harley’s fishing

buddies as I’d been expecting.Brownish hair with some gold highlights. Eyes streaked with gold

and green. One of those fascinating granite jaws, covered with just a little bit of stubble, that

made you want to scratch your nails gently down it. A mouth spread into a wide, handsome

smile. Complete with dimples.If those weren’t overkill, I didn’t know what was.And that wasn’t

even taking into consideration his broad shoulders and long legs. His long-sleeved shirt was

rolled up to expose the muscles in his forearms, wrists, and long, trim hands.“Uh, Bethany was

just here,” Michele said. “Let me see if I can track her down.”He shot her another smile and

turned to look around the shop. So, I did what any reasonable woman would do when faced

with handsome charm personified.I dropped to the floor and crawled into the back room so he

wouldn’t see me.Once the door shut behind me, I straightened up and tried to look normal.
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Conflicted: A Romantic Suspense Thriller (Coast Guard RECON Book 3), Primal Instinct (The

Instinct Series Book 1), Montana Sanctuary (Resting Warrior Ranch Book 1)

Frances Phillips, “Code Name: Libra. Story: þ�þ�þ�þ�þ�Steam: POV: Dual 1st PersonM/FStand Alone?

There is character crossover and an overarching story that makes these books best read in

order. However, the couple’s story is complete.This one was the best Zodiac Tactical book yet!

And that is really saying something. I have a passionate love affair with Janie’s books anyway,

but the Zodiac Tactical series is by far the best series I have read from her yet. This book

though, surpassed the first two in its excellence. Landon and Bethany have serious chemistry.I
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adore Landon’s morals and how he tries so hard to do everything as close to right as he

possibly can. He’s a true example of a cinnamon roll but with a bit of bite to him too.The

forbidden love, forced proximity, and fake dating tropes blended so well and so seamlessly in

this story it was truly a marvel. The mystery, suspense, and action literally kept me reading all

day. I absolutely could not put it down and read this book so fast! I am digging Code Name:

Libra and can’t wait for the paperback to grace my shelves.”

Mel M, “You Can't Help But Like Landon & Bethany. The latest addition to the Zodiac Tactical

series, Code Name: Libra may not have a lot of edge of your seat and fast paced action but

there some great suspense and amazing connection as well as electricity between the two

main characters. You just can't help but like them.Landon Black is back! I loved that he is easy-

going, affable and charming but could turn calculated and deadly on a dime. Being the black

sheep of the family has its up and downsides. Bethany doesn't have to deal with her over-the-

top snobbish family drama but on the flip side they don't support or encourage her bakery

business venture. She's determined, resourceful, talented and has no idea of how alluring she

is. Landon's mission is dicey on several fronts but he's up for the challenge. What he doesn't

account for is his instantaneous attraction to his new temporary boss. Supporting her in the

wake of close friends and family using every chance they get to make snide insinuations and

put downs is a no brainer. Why this gorgeous man taking the time to make her feel special and

beautiful is a mystery to her but she'll take it!”

Tanja OMGReads, “Landon&Bethany. Zodiac Tactical is back and this time in Landon's story.

I've been super excited to read this book with how he got hurt in book 1.I've got to say I’m not

sure what I expected but this book delivered non the less. I think what I loved the most about it

is that he alone, well with a little help from Bethany made the danger go away. Don't get me

wrong I love the whole Zodiac Tactical team but I just loved the way he was sent into

dangerous waters without much back up. The way he handled her family and stood up for her

made my heart sing. She deserved so much more from her family and I was so glad as the

story progressed It was shown that they are not bad people.Once again, I started this book

with a glass of wine and before I knew what was happening, I'd read the whole thing in the wee

hours of the night. Janie Crouch really made me fall in love with romantic suspense and I can't

wait to see the next Zimmerman brother (first one was in Redwood) fall in love.”

Jennifer Soppe, “A romantic suspense masterpiece. Bethany, a bakery owner, is trying not to

freak out when Landon, a Navy SEAL, walks into her bakery to help out after her carpenter

calls with a family emergency. As the story progresses true reasons are withheld, their feelings

start to meld, and once the truth comes out he may have to ring the bell. Janie Crouch baked

up a romantic suspense masterpiece in Code Name: Libra. I don’t know whether I love or hate

the author for giving me more characters I want to read about. I just know that she always adds

to my absolutely have to read pile with evert book. Hopefully, I will not have to wait too long for

Pisces to get his book out there.I received a free copy of the book from the author. I had the

opportunity to review or not.”

Dawn C, “Code Name: Libra. Another FANTASTIC story by Janie! This story is about Landon

and Bethany. Landon was going crazy not being to work but Ian gave him a safe mission or so

it seemed. Bethany catered her sister's wedding. There were definitely tense moments

throughout this story. This story has many dramatic scenes as well as tender moments.

FANTASTIC job Janie! I would recommend this book!”



Emily Dickson, “Another great one!. I will never get bored with this series. Janie delivers every

time. Landon was a fantastic character and Bethany was also amazing. Suspense action and

romance. Mixed it well and add great characters and old favorites and bake. I can't wait til the

next Zodiac story comes out.  Loved it!”

MC, “Compelling Read. This book captivated me from the very first page. You can feel the sizz!

e and spark between Landon and Bethany, the books gets better with every page you turn. I

highly recommended this book and am looking forward to the next book in this series”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Sweet temptations. Family, fake engagement and finding his forever

happiness. Code name Libra balances the scales of danger, sweetness, temptation and his

mission on a tropical island. A mission, mishaps and misunderstandings keep Libra from his

true destiny of love. He sees the natural beauty within Bethany that is illuminated by her

personality, work ethic and kindness. Mission on a tropical island. How hard can it be not to fall

for a brilliant baker? Janie created a story with a hero, heroine and a happy beginning towards

forever. Sensational story that heals Landon with wit, wisdom and wonder.”

Jane A., “Perfect recipe!. Code name: Libra is the third book in the wonderful Zodiac Tactical

series from Janie Crouch. It has a slightly different tone from the first two books, not quite so

high octane, heart in mouth but no less compelling & absorbing.Landon Black (Libra) is going

stir crazy, desk bound several months after a nearly fatal bullet sidelined him from the action he

craves so he jumps at the chance to go undercover at a wedding on an exclusive luxury island

for what should be a straightforward operation.Baker extraordinaire & family black sheep

Bethany Thornton has been struggling to build her bakery business without the help of her

disapproving wealthy family, she’s also the sister of the bride. Hired by her sister to provide

delicious & creative desserts during the wedding Bethany unknowingly becomes part of the

undercover operation when she is manoeuvred into hiring Landon to help her.The spark

between the two is instant, Landon sees the true sweet, kind, hardworking wonderful person

Bethany is but is torn between completing his assignment & the growing pull of his feelings &

Bethany can’t believe that charming, dimpled, sexy Landon would ever be attracted to

someone like her. Their back & forth, up & down misunderstanding strewn relationship is the

heart of the story surrounded by compelling drama - bad guys & a new player throwing a

wrench in the mission plans, secrets, lies & misunderstandings, vicious wedding guests, a fake

engagement & creepy bodyguards are all added to the mix. Throw in some sizzling heat

between Landon & Bethany & you have the perfect recipe for a gripping & enthralling story of

love, family & friendship, faith & acceptance. Tristan Zimmerman is next after featuring in this

story & if the name is familiar his brother Gavin (Redwood) is part of the authors equally

excellent Linear Tactical series, can’t wait!”

Julia M, “another fabulous story. Landon is finally given a mission after taking several months

recovering from being shot, he is undercover helping Bethany , a baker, who is making the

deserts for her sister’s wedding. Landon is attracted to Bethany and finds himself rescuing her

from bitchy relatives and pretending to be her boyfriend/ fiancé. He is determined not to act on

his attraction until completing his mission but after he thinks he’s done things go wrong and his

relationship with Bethany gets muddled.This is a great story that had my attention from

beginning to end, loved it.”

CLAYR CATHERALL, “Code Name Libra ( Landon’s story) is the third book in the Zodiac



Tactical Series.. Landon has been on desk duty after being injured, and it’s really starting to

take its toll on him. He just wants to get back into the field, and not have everyone treat him

with kid gloves. So when he’s asked to go undercover, he jumps at the chance. He’s only

supposed to get intelligence, but he’s thrown for a loop when he meets Bethany.This story had

lots of drama, secrets, suspense, with twists and turns in the mix. It kept me glued to my kindle

till the very last page.”

Marie P, “Wavy may have shot him in the chest.... ...but it is Bethany that steals his heart, one

sweet smile at a time. We met Landon in book one but here we get to see a different, much

softer side of him. He has always been like a machine, focused and precise but his Wildflower

blows all his calm and control to pieces!A fantastic book in a great series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Libra. Excellent book absolutely awesome, I agree passion leaping off

the pages. Oh so very good exciting and intense action emotional too. Really good reading as

expected from all Janie Crouch books every one is exceptionally good. I know as I have read

them all, avid reader love them! Thanks”

The book by Janie Crouch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 263 people have provided feedback.
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